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ABSTRACT 
Let An/Bn, n = 1,2,... denote the sequence of convergents of the nearest integer continued 
fraction expansion of the irrational number x, and define On(x): = BnIBn x -  An], n = 1,2, .... In 
this paper the distribution of the two-dimensional sequence (On(X), O n + l(x)), n = 1,2,... is deter- 
mined for almost all x. 
Various corollaries are obtained, for instance Sendov's analogue of Vahlen's theorem for the 
nearest integer continued fraction. The present method is an extension of the work by H. Jager on 
the corresponding problem for the regular continued fraction expansion. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let  x be  an  i r ra t iona l  number  between 0 and  1, 
(1.1) x= [0; al ,az ,  a 3 . . . .  ] 
its expans ion  as a regu lar  cont inued f rac t ion  and  
the cor respond ing  sequence  o f  convergents .  Def ine  0n(x):  =qn]qnx-Pn] ,  
n=0,  1,2 . . . . .  In  1986 Jager  proved  the  fo l low ing  
THEOREM 1 ( Jager ,  1986). For  al l  x the two-d imens iona l  sequence  
(On_l(x) ,O,(x)) ,  n=l ,2  . . . .  
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is a sequence in the triangle with vertices (0, 0), (1, O) and (0, 1). For almost all 
x this sequence is distributed over this triangle according to the density funct ion 
f ,  where 
f(a,  b) = (log 2) - 1(1 - 4ab) - 1/2. 
See [71, [81. 
This paper deals with the analogue of Jager's theorem for the nearest integer 
continued fraction expansion. From our main result, theorem 3, several corol- 
laries will be derived. 
Every real irrational number x has a unique expansion 
(1.3) x=b0+ 
,S 1 
C2 
b l+ - -  
b2 + ... 
where bn~7?, n_>0; bn>_2 , n_>l; ene{+l} ,  n_>l; bn+g.n+l>_2, n>_l; com- 
pare [11], [6], or the original paper of Hurwitz [3]. Here b0=0 if and only if 
x ¢ ( -  ½, ½), and for such an x we have 
~1 = sgn x .  
The sequence of convergents connected 
denoted by 
An(x) An 
, o r  1 ,2 ,  
 n(x) . . . . .  
with the expansion (1.3) will be 
This sequence is a subsequence of the sequence (1.2). Hence, there exists a 
monotonic function k: N ~ N with 
An(x) Pk(n)(X) 
- , n= 1 ,2 , . . .  
Bn(X) qk(n)(X) 
and then one has 
An+ 1 Pk(n)+2 An+l  _ Pk(n)+l or  - -  - -  
Bn + 1 qk(n) + 1 Bn + 1 qk(n) + 2 ' 
the latter being the case if and only if ak(n)+2 = 1. 
In the sequel we shall use the abbreviations 
(1.4) g: =½(]/5-  1), G: =½(1/5+ 1). 
It was proved by several authors, directly or indirectly, that for almost all x 
k(n) log 2 
lira - -  - - -  = 1.4404 
n~o~ n log G .... 
[1], [4], [51, [10, Prop. 2], [12, Satz 5]. 
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Define 
and suppose that for x6  E2 we have 
el 
x 
~2 
b l+ - -  
b2+ ... 
Then we introduce the operator S:g2~g2 by 
(1.5) Sx: - ~2 
C3 
b2+ - -  
b3 + ... 
The name of expansion (1.3), nearest integer continued fraction, or shortly 
n.i.c.f., derives from the fact that 
Sx= e-L -b (x )e ( -½,  ½), 
x 
where b(x): = [[x 1-1+ ½], i.e. that b(x)(: = bl) is the nearest integer to el/X. 
Now define the numbers On(x), or shortly O~, n ~ N, x¢  Q; by 
(1.6) x-  An(X) - On(x) 
B#(x)  " 
Clearly 
O,(x) = Ok(,)(x), n ~ N, x¢©.  
We mention some further properties of the nearest integer continued fraction 
to be found in Perron's well-known book [11]: 
Bn- l 
(1.7) - -<g,  n=1,2 ,3  ... . .  x~©,  (Hurwitz, 1889) B. 
(1.8) Bn-1 <g2,  n=2,3  .. . . .  when b,>_3, x~© (Hurwitz, 1889), 
Bn 
and these estimates are best possible. For all n ~ N and x~ © one has 
(1.9) O<O,(x)<g (Hurwitz, 1889). 
For proofs, see [11, Satz 5.18 b and Satz 5.20]. 
Finally we mention 
A ,  ( - 1)'el --. e~S~x 
(1.10) x -  - -  = 
Bn Bn (Bn + Bn - 1Snx)' 
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here Snx is defined inductively by S(S ~- ix) with the S from (1.5) and e~ : = 
= ~1(S n- ix), and 
¢.- 
j A_ I := I ;A0 :=0;  A~=bnAn_l+enAn_ 2, n>_l, 
(1.11) / B_I:  =0; B0: =1; Bn=bnBn_l+enBn_2, n>_l. 
In the next section we will consider the question of the distribution of the 
two-dimensional sequences (On_l(x),O~(x)), n= 1,2 . . . . .  From this result, 
which is the analogue of theorem 1 for the nearest integer continued fraction, 
we will derive several corollaries, one of which shows that 
lim n- l#{ j ; j<_n ,  Oj_ l<Oj} =c, a.e., 
with c a constant different from ½. In fact we will find c= 0.5084 .... 
As another by-product of our main theorem, theorem 3, we mention here the 
analogue of Vahlen's theorem for the n.i.c.f., due to Sendov [13]: 
min (O n_ 1 (x), On(x)) < 2g 3 = 4g-  2 = 0.4721 .... for all n ~ N, x~ ©, 
see also § 3, corollary 1. 
2. THE MAIN THEOREM 
The distribution, for almost all x, of the sequences On(X), n = 1,2, ... in the 
interval [0,g] was given by W. Bosma, H. Jager and F. Wiedijk, see [2]. They 
proved 
THEOREM 2 (Bosma, Jager; Wiedijk, 1983). 
lim n -1# {j;j<_n, Oj(x)<_z} 
i 1~oo 
exists for  almost all x, and equals G(z) where 
f z log G G(z) : = 1 t/ z z 
~Z- I _  ~+lOg 1 -g  
For every z with 0 <_ z <- g, 
,0<z~l -g ,  
+1) ,  1 -g<z~g.  
This theorem is contained in the next one, which forms the main result of this 
paper. 
THEOREM 3. Let F I denote the interior of  the quadrangle with vertices (0, 0), 
A(g,O), B(2g3,g 2) and (0,½), and F_ 1 the interior o f  the quadrangle with 
vertices (0,0), C(g2,0), D(2g3,g) and (0,½). Put F: =Flk.JF_ 1 (see figure 1) 
and define 
1 1 
fl(c~,fl): - log G ]/(1 -4ctfl) , for  1-4af t>0,  
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1 1 
f - l (a ' f l ) :  = log G ]/(1 +4aft) " fo r  1 +4af t>0.  
Then for  all irrational x, the se, tuence (O n_ 1 (x), On (x)), n = 1,2, 3 .... is distri- 
buted over the interior ofF,  and for almost all x this distribution is according 
to the density function f, where 
f f~(~,~) , (~,~)~rl \r_~, 
f (a ,  fl) : = f l (a ,  fl) +f_  1 (a, fl), (a, fl) ~ F t N F_  1, 
f - l (a , ]~)  , (a, f l )6/~-I  \/"1- 
D 
g2 4C... 
,¢ 
g, 
/ I 
• c i f•• N~
0 g2 
Fig. 1. 
g 
The proof  o f  this theorem will be based on the fo l lowing fundamental  result 
o f  Sh. Ito, H. Nakada and S. Tanaka,  [9] and [10]. 
THEOREM 4. (Ito, Nakada,  Tanaka,  1977, 1981). Put g2: = {xeg2;  x_<0} × 
x [0, 1 - g) U {x e g2; x> 0} x [0, g) and let B be the set of  all Borel subsets of~2, 
and p the measure induced on B by the density function (log G) - 1 (i + xy) - 2 
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Finally, let the operator S: g2~g2 be defined by 
S(x, y): = (Sx, (bl + ely) - 1) 
with bl and e 1 given by (1.3) and where Sx is defined as in (1.5). 
(f2, B, p, S) forms an ergodic system. 
Then 
REMARK. From (1.7) and (1.8) it is almost immediate that (S~x, B~_ 1/Bn)~ 1[2 
for all x e f2 and all n ~ N, indeed 
B._  1 snx<oc*en+l = - 1 =bn-- -3= - -  <g2. B~ 
From theorem 4 we derive the following 
THEOREM 5. For almost all irrational numbers x the two-dimensional se-
quence 
Snx, Bn- 1 o~ 
is distributed over ~2 according to the density function g(x, y)= (log G)-1 
(1 + xy)-2 
PROOF. Denote by A that subset of numbers x e £2 for which the sequence 
(Snx, B~_I/Bn),~I is not distributed according to the density function 
(log G) - l  (1 +xy)-2. Using definition (1.5) and the second of the recurrence- 
relations (1.11) we see that 
Sn(X, O) = (S"x, B._I 
B. /" 
Further it follows from the definition of S that for all xe  g2 and all pairs y and 
y '  such that (x, y), (x, y ' )  e ~2, the sequence (S~(x, y) - Sn(x, y')), n = 1,2, 3 .... is 
a null-sequence. Hence, if A :  = {xeA;  x_<0} ×[0, 1 -g )U{xeA;  x>0} × 
× [0,g), then for every pair (x, y )cA ,  the sequence sn(x, y) is not distributed 
according to the density function (log G) -1 (1 +xy) -2. Now if A had, as a 
one-dimensional set, positive Lebesgue measure, so would A as a two-dimen- 
sional set. But this would be in conflict with theorem 4. • 
With this simple consequence of theorem 4 it is now easy to prove theorem 
3 as follows. From (1.6), (1.10) and from en+lSnX>0 we see that 
On(x)=B 2 X-  A~n n en+lSnx (2.1) . . . . . .  , 
1 + Bn- 1 sn  X 
Bn 
since the denominator is always positive in view of 
-n 1 Snx < ½g. 
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We have from (1.5) and (1.11): 
1 -bn+l+Sn+lx and bn+l+,?,n+ 1 Bn-1 
en + 1Snx Bn 
Hence it follows from (2.1) that 
(2.2) On(X ) = 
1 B n 1 
1 Bn-I Bn+l 1 + Bn 
~n+lSnX + Cn+l a---- Z Bn+l 
Bn+l m 
Bn 
sn+1 X 
Putting for abbreviation 
G : = Snx and r/n : - Bn - 1 
Bn 
we thus have 
- - ,  n= 1,2,... 
F/n Cn + 1 ~n 
(2.3) On- l -  - - ,  On- - - ,  n= 1,2 . . . . .  
1 + Gr/n 1 + Gr/n 
In view of (2.3) we consider the mapping 
F : (~ ' r l )~( r l~-~)  =: (O~' f l ) '~r l~- l ' l+~r / '  1 
It is easily verified that F is a Cl-bijection from that part of the (4, ~/)-plane 
lying between the hyperbolae ~r/= 1 and ~r/= - 1 onto that part of the (a, fl)- 
plane which lies between the two branches of the hyperbola ft= 1/4. 
It is also easily verified that F maps ~ onto F1U F* 1, where F* 1 is the re- 
flection of F_ 1 in the ce-axis. This proves the first statement of theorem 3, i.e. 
that for all x ~ ~ and n e N one has (On- 1 (x), O,~(x)) ~ F. 
For the derivative of F we have 
I _//2 
(1 + ~F]) 2 
F'(~, 1/) = 1 
(1 + ~/,/)2 
and therefore the Jacobi 
almost all x the sequence 
to the density function g 
1 t (1 + 4q)2 _~2 , 
(1 + ~r/) 2 
determinant Y of F equals - (1 - ~r/)(1 + ~r/)-3. For 
( Snx, Bn- 1/Bn), n = 1,2, 3,... is distributed according 
of theorem 5. Hence, for almost all x the sequence 
(F(~n, r ln ) )=(F (Snx ,~21) ) ,n=l ,2 ,3  ....
which because of (2.3) is just the sequence (O n_ l(x), en +iOn (x)), n = 1,2, 3 .... .  
is distributed on F1 U F-*1 according to the density function g] J I-i 
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Now 
g(~,r / ) ] j ]_ l=( log G)_ I  1+@ =(log G)  -1  / /  \ \ ( (1 - -~]~2~ -1/2  
=(log G) -1 ((1 +~r/)2-4~r/'~ -1/2 
(1 + @)2 J = (log G) - 1(1 - 4aft) - 1/2 # 
An alternative form of  the second part of  theorem 3 reads 
THEOREM 3 ,. Let f be defined on F as in theorem 3, and put f :  = 0 outside 
F. Then for  almost aH x one has for  every a and b, with 0 <_ a <_ g, 0 <_ b <_ g: 
lim n- l#{ j ; j<_n ,  Oj_ l(x)<a, Oj(x)<b} i b = ~ f(~, B)dadB. 
n~oo 0 0 
3. A VAHLEN TYPE THEOREM FOR THE N.I.C.F. 
In this section we derive some consequences of  the first part of  the main 
theorem. From (1.9) we see that the sequence (On_ l(X), On(x)), n = 1,2, 3, ... is 
a sequence in the interior of  the square with vertices (0, 0), (0, g), (g, 0) and (g, g). 
However, it follows at once from theorem 3 that (On-l(x), On(x)), n = 1,2, 3 .... 
is a sequence in the smaller subset F of  this square. More precisely the proof  
shows that we have 
THEOREM 6. Let F 1 and F_ 1 be defined as in theorem 3. Then we have for  all 
n~N and x¢© 
en+l  = + l~(On_ l ,  On) eF1, 
en+l= - l =(On_l, On) eF_  I. 
(For a picture of  F1 and F_ I ,  see figure 1). 
As a corollary we find the following analogue of Vahlen's theorem for the 
nearest integer continued fraction due to Sendov [131: 
COROLLARY 1 (Sendov). For all n ~ N and x~ © we have 
min (O n_ l(x), On(x)) < 2g 3 = 21/5 - 4 = 0.4721 .... 
From Hurwitz'  (1.9) we see that for all ne  N and all x¢© we have 
O<On_l(x)+ On(X)<2g=1/5 - 1 = 1.2360 .... 
As a consequence of theorem 6 we see however that we have the sharper 
COROLLARY 2. For all n e N and x ¢ (13, we have 
0 ~ 19 n _ 1 (X) -1- On(X  ) < g q- 2g 3 = 5g - 2 = 1.0901 . . . .  
Further it is clear f rom (1.9) that for all n e N and x¢  Q 
-g< On(x) -On- l (x )<g.  
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The second of  these two inequalities can be sharpened: 
COROLLARY 3. For all n ~ ),1 and x ¢~ © we have 
--g< On(X)--On_l(X)< 1. 
Let f l  and f _  1 be defined as in theorem 3. After a short calculation one finds 
1 1 1 (4g_~l_  1) 
log G4g-1  <f(a, f l )<~ 1+ 
Note that there is an essential difference with the analogous density function 
in the case of  the regular continued fraction; there we have sup f(a, fl) = + oo. 
From 
1 1 
f(a, fl) > - - -  - -  > O, 
log G 4g-  1 
we moreover find 
COROLLARY 4. Theorem 6 and its three corollaries cannot be improved. 
4. COROLLARIES OF THE SECOND PART OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
In this section we shall obtain metrical corollaries of  the second part of  
theorem 3. First we take b =g in theorem 3'. This leads to 
l i ( i f (  x, y)dy)dx, a.e. lim n- l#{ j ; j<n ,  O j<a}-  log G 0 0 
and after a short calculation we thus find again theorem 2. 
By corollary 2, the sequence On_ 1 + On, n = 1,2, 3 .... is a sequence in the 
interval [0, 2g 3 + g] = [0, 5g - 2]. We shall determine the density function of  the 
distribution of  this sequence for almost all x. 
Denote by A(a) the interior of  the triangle in the (a, fl)-plane with vertices 
(0,0), (0,a) and (a,0), with 0<a_5g-2 .  Using theorem 3' we find for almost 
all x 
1 
- -  L (a ,  ~)dad#, (4.1) ~+:o l imn- l#{ j ; j<-n 'O j - l+Oj<a '~ j+ l=e}=logG A(al~r~ 
with e~{+l} .  Denote the left-hand side of  (4.1) by He(a ). First we will 
dermine 
1 dadfl 
- lJ 0<a_<3g-  1 =0.8541 .... 
Hi(a) log G z(~)n5 l / (1 -4a f l ) '  
F rom figure 1 we see that we have to distinguish three cases; (i): 0_<a<½; 
(ii): ½<a<_g and (iii): g<a<_3g-1. We perform the substitution a~-fl=x, 
a - f l=y .  The quadrangle F 1 in the (a, fl)-plane then goes over in the qua- 
drangle F~ in the (x, y)-plane, bounded by the lines y =x;  y = -x ;  y = ½(5x-4) 
and y = - x]/5 + 2. 
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(i): The case O_<a_<½. We then have 
i i _7+y2) dx=- -  Hi (a ) -  2 log G 0 _, ]/(1 
1 ,~ 1 +x  
J log 2 log G o 1 -x  
dx. 
Hence we have on [0, ½] a distribution with a density function hi, where 
1 l+a  - -  - - .  
hi (a) -  2 log G log 1 -a  
In particular, hi(0 ) =0 and hi(½)= (log 3)/2 log G= 1.1415 .... 
(ii): The case ½<a<g. Here we see that for these values of a we have 
H 1 (a) = H 1 (½) + 2 log-----G + 
' i = HI (½) + 2 log------G ÷ 
~(5x-4) ] /(1---"~"~-y2)) dx~-" 
log 3 dx. 
Hence, on [½, g] the distribution is uniform, with the density (log 3)/2 log G. 
(iii): The case g<a<3g-1. Here we find that 
( -x~/5+2 dy "~dx = 
Hl(a)=Hl(g)+ 2 log-----G g ~(sx-4) ¢(1 -x2+y2)/ /  
1 i (log (2+] /5) (1-x) - log  ½(I +x))dx. 
= HI (g) + 2 log-------G g 
Hence the density function h 1 on  this interval takes the form 
~ lo 3 + log (2 + }/5)- log l---~aJ" hi(a)= 2 log G : 
Note that hl(3g- 1) =0. For a picture of hi ,  see figure 2. 
Next we determine the density function h_ 1 of the distribution function 
H_ l, where this last function was defined by 
H_ l (a)= lim n-l#{j;j<_n, Oj_l+Oj<a, ej+l = -1},  a.e., 
n~oo 
with 0_< a_< 5g-2 .  Again from figure 1 we see that we must distinguish three 
cases; (j): 0_<a_<g2; (jj): gZ<a<_½ and (jjj): ½<a_<5g-2. We perform once 
more the substitution a + fl = x, ct-  fl =y.  The quadrangle F_ 1 then goes over 
in the quadrangle F"  in the (x, y)-plane, bounded by the lines 1 
3x-4  
y=x; y=-x ;y -  5 andy=-~(x l /5 -2  ). 
(j): The case O<a<_g 2. We then have 
1 dadfl 
- -  II ] / ( l+4af l  ) - H_ l (a )= log G ~(,)nr_, 
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 i(i 2 log G 0 -x 1/(1 +x2-y  2) 
_ 1 i arctan x dx. 
log G 0 
Hence we have on [0, g2] a distribution with a density function h_ 1, where 
1 
h_ 1 (a) - arctan a. 
log G 
In particular h_ 1 (0) = 0 and h_ 1(g2) = (1/log G) arctan g2 = 0.7582 .... 
(jj): The case g2<a<½. Here we have 
~(-XL/5 + 2) dy ) 
1 i s H-](a)=H-l(g2)+ 2 log G g2 -x 1 / (1+-~-y2)  dx= 
4( - x1/5 + 2) 
1 i arcsin + 
=H- l (g2)+ 2 log G gZ 1/(1 +x  2) 
+ arcsin dx. 
Hence, for gZ<a<_½ we find that 
( x1/5-  2 1 - arctan 
h - l (a )= 2 log G 2x+1/5 
Without proof  we state the following 
- - +  arc tanx) .  
LEMMA. For every pair a, b of  real numbers with b 4:0 one has 
ax -b  ~ arctan x+arctan  a/b-½~r, x> -a/b ,  
arctan bx +~a - ~ arctan x + arctan a/b + ½7r, x < - a/b. 
As a consequence of  this lemma we find that the distribution is uniform on 
[g2, ½], in fact 
1 21/5 1 g2. 
h_ 1 (a) = - -  arctan - - -  arctan 
2 log G 5 log G 
(jjj): The case ½<a___5g-2. For these values of  a we have 
1 i I 
H- l (a)=H- l (½)+210gG ~ 0x-4~/5 1/ ( l+x2-y  ~ dx= 
- Xl/5 + 2 
- - - -~1 i arctan 2x+1/5 + =H- l (½)+ 2 log G 
3x-4  \ 
- arcsin 51/( 1 +x2))dx. 
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Hence, the density funct ion h_ 1 is on the interval [½, 5g-2] :  
h _ 1 (a) - 2 log-------G - arctan 2a + 1/---~ - arctan 4a + " 
Apply ing the lemma we see that 
( ) - arctan - -  - arctan ¼ + n - 2 arctan a = h_ 1 (a) = 2 log G 2 
1 
log G 
- - -  (arctan g2+ arctan ½-arc tan  a). 
Note that in part icular  
arctan g2 + arctan 1 = arctan (5g - 2) 
so that h_ 1 (5g-2)= 0. For  a picture of  h_ 1, see figure 2. 
Hence we have proved: 
THEOREM 7. For almost all x the sequence O n_ l+ On, n = 1,2 . . . .  is distri- 
buted in the interval [0, 2g 3 + g] = [0, 5g -  2] according to the density function 
h: = hl + h_ l , where 
h i (a ) :  = 
1 l+a  
- -  log  - -  
2 log G 1 -  a 
1 1 / 1 +(3g-  1) 
Glog~-2 log 3 = ~ ~log 2 log 1 - (3g -  1) 
1 +(3g-  1) l+a~ 
1 log  - log 
2 log G 1 - (3g-  1) 1 - a /  
0 
,O~a~½,  
l+g) ,  
- log  -i-~-gJ ½<a~g,  
,g<a~3g-1 ,  
,3g - l<a~5g-2  
and 
h_  1 (a )  : = 
1 
- -  arctan a 
log G 
1 1 
- -  arctan g2= _ _  
log G log G 
(arctan (5g-  2) - arctan ½) 
1 
(arctan (5g-  2 ) -  arctan a) 
logu  
,0~a~g 2, 
, g2<a<½,  
,½<a~5g-2 .  
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log 3 
2 log G 
arctan g2 
log G 
h_l 
hi 
0 g2 ~ g 3g - 1 1 5g - 2 
F igure 2 
Next we study the distr ibution of the sequence O n_ 1 -On,  n = 1,2 . . . . .  By 
corollary 3 the sequence On_ l -On ,  n = 1,2 . . . .  is a sequence in the interval 
[ - l ,g ] -  After calculations imilar to those used in the case On- l+On,  
n = 1,2 . . . .  we find 
THEOREM 8. For almost all x, the sequence On_ 1 -On,  n = 1,2, ... is d&tri- 
buted in the interval [ - l, g] according to the density funct ion k: = kl + k_ i, 
where 
k 1 (a ) "  = 
1 
(arctan l + arctan a) 
logCl 
, -½~a~O,  
arctan 1 1 
log G log G 
(arctan g - arctan (5g - 3)), 0 < a_< 5g-  3, 
1 
(arctan g -arc tan  a) 
log~ 
,5g -3<a~g.  
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aria 
k _ 1 (a)  ." = 
1 ( log 3 + log 1 + a'~ 
2 log G ~-a-aJ 
log 1/5 1 / 
2 log G - 2 10g------G ~l°g 3 + log 
1 (log 1/5 - log 1 + a 
2 log G 1 -~/  
, -½<a_3g-2 ,  
1 + (3g - 2) 
1- - (~g_~/ ,  3g -2<a<-O, 
, 0<a-<g 2, 
, g2<a<-g. 
(for a picture of kl, k_ 1 see figure 3). 
arctan ½l . .~  
log G ]] ~kl 
• . . . . . .  I ] 
_~ I o 
3g - 2 5g - 3 
g2 ½ 
Figure 3 
Theorem 8 yields the following, rather surprising 
COROLLARY 5 
lim n- l  # {j; j<n,6)j_ l<Oj} =c, a.e., 
t /~oo  
where c=(1/2 log G) (3 log 1/5+4 log g) =0.5084 .... 
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PROOF. Since 
l im n 
n~o~ 
-l # {j;j<_n, 6)j_l<6)j} = l im n-l # {j;j<_n, Oj_l-Oj<O}, a.e. 
n~oo 
we on ly  have  to  ca lcu la te  j0_~ k(z)dz, with  k(z) def ined  as in theorem 8. Now 
us ing  that  3g-1  =(1-g)1 /5 ,  we f ind  
o 1 o 
i k (z )dz=- -  i 
_+ log G _+ 
(arc tan  ½ + arc tan  z)dz + 
__1  3g-Zj ( 1 +z \  1 0 
+ 2 log G _,- log 3+log- - |dz+ j log 1/5dz= l - z /  2 log G 3g-2 
1 1 
- -  (3 log 1/5 +4 log g )=½ + - - l o g  ½(125-  551/5). 
2 log G 2 log G 
Now ½(125 - 551/5 ) = 1.0081 . . . .  Hence ,  c is somewhat  greater  than  ½, in fact  we 
f ind  c=0.5084 . . . .  Thus  it tu rns  out  that  On shows  a s l ight  p re ference  to  be  
greater  than  its p redecessor  On_l. 0 
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